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Abstract: Recently, extensions of constrained logic programming and constrained
resolution for theorem proving have been introduced, that consider constraints,
which are interpreted under an open world assumption. We discuss relationships
between applications of these approaches for query answering in knowledge base
systems on the one hand and abduction-based hypothetical reasoning on the other
hand. We show both that constrained resolution can be used as an
operationalization of (some limited form of) abduction and that abduction is the
logical status of an answer generation process through constrained resolution, ie.,
it is an abductive but not a deductive form of reasoning.

Keywords: Constrained resolution, query answering, intensional answers,
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1 Introduction

Quite recently a extension of logic programming and theorem proving by socalled open

constraints that is of great interest for knowledge representation applications has been

developped. Open constraints are symbolic constraints, which are no longer interpreted

with respect to a single domain (ie., under closed world semantics) but over classes of

models. In this paper we will show how these approaches are related to other

techniques known from knowledge representation, logic programming, and deductive

databases.

In particular, we will discuss some relationships between constrained resolution

for theorem proving (Bürckert 1990, 1991, Frisch & Scherl 1990), query answering in

constraint-based extensions of logic programming (Jaffar & Lassez 1987, van

Hentenryck 1989, Höhfeld & Smolka 1988, Smolka 1989, Ait-Kaci & Podelski 1991),

extensions of deductive database systems with intensional answers (Cholvy &

Demolombe 1986, Imielsky 1987, Motro & Yuan 1990, Chu et al. 1991), and

abduction-based hypothetical reasoning (Pople 1973, Poole 1988, Eshghi & Kowalski

1989, Konolige 1990, O'Rourke 1990, Denecker & De Schreye 1992, Kakas et al.

1992, Merziger 1992).

Hypothetical reasoning is the process of finding hypotheses that explain observed

facts with respect to some knowledge base. Abductive inferencing is a way to treat this

within a logical framework, where abduction is the following rule of inference: if we

observe B and we know that A  always implies B  then we may infer that A  holds.

Clearly that this kind of inference is not sound, since logically “A implies B” means “not

A  or B ”. The latter is in particular true, if A is false, and hence inferring A  may be

incorrect.

The proper idea of hypothetical reasoning lies in finding possible causes  for a

given observation, which seems not to be adequately modelled by logical implication.

Thus it would be more adequate to use only “relevant” implications as a source for

abductive reasoning: If we have B  and we know “A  implies B” we infer A , only if A  is

not generally false. This means, we abduce only explanations that are consistent  with

our knowledge.

One application for abductive reasoning as pointed out by (Poole 1988) lies in

default reasoning (Reiter 1980): Default reasoning is generating possibly unsound, but
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justified  inferences, where the justification is given by any plausible argumentation,

eg., a default rule. Poole argues that default reasoning, for instance by the well-known

default rule “all birds fly”, is from the logical point of view much better modelled by

abduction: Given a distinguished bird, say Tweety, the default inference that Tweety

flies (as long as there is no evidence that it doesn’t) may be seen as abducing  a

justification “bird-so-fly” for the inference “tweety flies”.

A different, but – as we will see in a minute – similar view is obtained when we

use McCarthy’s approach of circumscribing “abnormality” predicates (McCarthy

1980): Default rules like “all birds fly” are coded into a logical implication “if something

is a bird and if it is not an abnormal one then it flies” or in predicate logic notation

∀x bird(x) ∧ ¬abnormal(x) ⇒ fly(x).

Circumscription (ie., minimization of the extension of the abnormal-predicate) is used

in order to obtain for a distinguished bird the default inference that it flies: The model

theory is restricted to those models where the set of abnormal birds is as small as

possible, ie., where given birds are normal birds and hence fly, as long as there are no

reasons to assume the contrary.

Now, taking a more “positive” approach, ie., using “normality” predicates instead

of abnormality, we can rewrite the formula above into

∀x bird(x) ∧ normal(x) ⇒ fly(x) .

If we distinguish these normality predicates from all other predicates in that we allow

application of such implication rules only if their normality precondition is consistent

(eg., with some underlying theory of normality), we get the same kind of inference as

above: We can infer that Tweety flies provided it is justified (ie., it is consistent to

assume) that Tweety is a normal bird.

With this view of hypothetical reasoning we can compare it with recent work, that

generalizes logic programming or theorem proving by integrating “open” constraints. In

these approaches constraints are interpreted under an open world assumption, ie., we

have more than one model for the constraint theory (Höhfeld & Smolka 1988, Bürckert

1990, 1991, Frisch & Scherl 1990, Ait-Kaci & Podelski 1991).1  Our normality

predicates can be considered as open constraints that have to be interpreted with

respect to some constraint theory of “normality”: As we will see, a formula

1This is in contrast to CLP-scheme of Jaffar and Lassez, where we have  “closed” constraints that are
interpreted over a fixed single model, the domain of computation (Jaffar & Lassez 1987, Maher 1987).
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constrained´, eg., by normality predicates can only be used in the inference process, if

its constraint is consistent with that constraint theory.

Constraint logic programming approaches use a constraint based version of

resolution as an answer generation procedure that transforms any (constrained) query

to a constrained logic program (ie., a set of constrained definite clauses) into a

consistent answer constraint (Jaffar & Lassez 1987, Höhfeld & Smolka 1988, Smolka

1989). Such a constraint answers the query in that it logically entails the query. Recall

that in classical Horn clause programming this is exactly the status of an answer

substitution. In addition, finding an answer substitutions proves the existential closure

of the query to be a logical consequence of the program. However, as we will see, the

second property no longer holds in the case of general constrained logic programming:

There an answer constraint only proves the query to be true in those models that satisfy

the answer.

If we compare this with abductive reasoning, we can state that answer generation

is an abductive process: It generates consistent assumptions, that together with the

given program entail the query (as an existential statement), but, in general, it does not

prove the query to be a consequence of the program.

So our aim in this paper is to demontrate both that constrained resolution (section

2) may be used as an operationalization of some form of abduction (section 4) and that

logically an answer generation process through constrained resolution (section 3) is an

abductive but not a deductive form of reasoning. We will conclude with a brief

discussion of that abductive view of question answering (section 5).

2 Constrained Resolution

In this section we will recall the notion of constrained resolution (Bürckert 1990, 1991).

We assume the reader to be familiar with some logical and model theoretical

background as provided by textbooks on mathematical logics (eg., Shoenfield 1967).

We also assume some acquaintance with foundations of automated theorem proving

and logic programming (eg., Chang & Lee 1973, Kowalski 1979, Lloyd 1984, Gallier

1986).
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For constrained resolution we abstract from the classical view of resolution in that

we replace the unification process by a constraint solving procedure.2 Therefore we will

consider constrained clauses over a constraint system.

  A constraint system ℜ consists of a signature Δℜ of predicate and function

sysmbols,  a set Mℜ of structures over this signature, an infinite set V of variables, and

a set Cℜ of open formulae over the signature. The set Cℜ is closed under conjunction

and variable substitution. We call Δℜ the constraint signature , Mℜ the  constraint

theory, its elements are the constraint models, and the elements of Cℜ  are the

constraints . As a special case, the constraint theory might be specified by a consistent

set of closed formulae over Δℜ, called constraint declarations, such that Mℜ is just

the set of all models of this axiomatization.

A constraint Γ is called solvable or satisfiable  iff its existential closure ∃ Γ is

satisfied by some constraint model ℑ. The pair (ℑ, α) of a constraint model ℑ and a

variable assignment α: V → ℑ satisfying the constraint Γ in ℑ is called a solution of Γ,

written (ℑ, α) |= Γ. In that case the assignment α is also called an ℑ-solution of the

constraint Γ, and the constraint is called ℑ-solvable. The set of ℑ-solutions α of Γ is

denoted by SOL(ℑ, Γ) and the set of all solutions (ℑ, α)  of Γ is denoted by SOL(Γ).

Now, given a constraint system and a set Σ of predicate symbols (disjoint from

Δℜ), a constrained formula is a pair F \ Γ, where F is any formula over Σ and Γ is

any constraint. Both F and Γ may be open formulae and they may have common free

variables; all free variables will be treated as implicitly universally quantified. If

necessary we therefore will sometimes write the above constrained formula as ∀X:Γ(X)

F, where X  is the set (or sequence) of the free variables of Γ and F . The free variables

of Γ are also called the constrained variables of the constrained formula F \ Γ. Except

for ease of presentation in some examples we we will not make use of formulae with

constrained existential quantification (ie., formulae of the form ∃X:Γ(X) F ) as in

(Bürckert 1991).

A constrained clause is a pair C \ Γ, where C is a (possibly empty) finite set

of literals (atoms and negated atoms) over Σ and Γ is a constraint. We call C the

kernel and Γ the constraint  of the clause. Considered as a formula C  is a disjunction

of literals. If C  contains only one positive literal H  and a (possibly empty) set of

2 As shown in (Siekmann 1990, Bürckert 1991, Jouannaud & Kirchner 1991) unification can be
considered as solving equations in certain algebras, and hence it can also be seen as a constraint solving
method.
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negative literals, we have a constrained definite clause and we also write (H ⇐ B) \

Γ3. We call H the head , B the body  of the clause. If the body of a constrained definite

clause is empty we have a constrained fact clause, otherwise it is a constrained rule

clause . If a clause has only negative literals we call it a constrained negative clause or

a goal clause; such a  clause can be seen as a rule clause with empty head and hence

is often written ⇐  B \ Γ. If the kernel of a constrained clause is empty we have a

constrained empty clause  Δ \ Γ.

The model theory of constrained formulae is given by free expansions of the

constraint models with the symbols of Σ : An ( ℜ ,Σ) -structure  is defined as a

constraint model, where in addition the predicate symbols of Σ are interpreted as

relations on the carrier. Notice, that in the case where the constraint theory is given by

constraint declarations, the (ℜ,Σ)-structures are exactly those (Δℜ ∪ Σ)-structures that

satisfy the constraint declarations. Atoms, disjunctions, conjunctions, implications,

negations, and quantification are interpreted as usual. Constrained clauses are

interpreted as disjunctions, their constraints play the role of preconditions and all free

variables are universally quantified. This means that a constrained formula is

interpreted as universally quantified implication and that constrained formulae with

unsolvable constraint are tautologies w.r.t. the constraint theory.

Obviously we have the following special cases: A constrained clause is always

satisfiable by those (ℜ,Σ)-structures ℑ, for which the constraint has no ℑ-solution. This

especially applies to empty clauses, ie., constrained empty clauses may be satisfiable.

Example:  (1) If we take CLP(R), the CLP-language over the real numbers R, we

have a constraint system consisting of the single constraint model R of real numbers,

where the constraints are arithmetical equations and inequations. As constrained

formulae we have Horn formulae with arithmetic constraints. Solutions are pairs (R,

α), where α maps the variables to such real numbers that solve the constraints.

(2) As an example for a constraint system with open constraints one can take a know-

ledge base in a (decidable) terminological language of the KL-ONE family (Brachman

& Schmolze 1985, Nebel 1989, Baader et al. 1990). These are concept description lan-

3 In this notation B is the set {A : ¬A is one of the negative literals of the definite clause}. Notice, that in
the sequel we will mostly drop the parantheses and write H ⇐  B \ C . This is justified, since on the one
hand, a constraint formula can be read as an implication, i.e., (H ⇐  B) ⇐ C .  On the other hand this
douple implication is equivalent to (H ⇐  (B ∧ C) . The two writings (H ⇐  B) \ C and H ⇐ (B \ C)
were equivalent, if in the first form we interpreted the bars \ as an implication, and in the second form as
a conjunction. But notice, that the second one is not really a constrained formula, as we do not allow
recursive forms of constrained formulae and, of course, as C might constrain variables of H.
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guages which are essentially equivalent to sublanguages of predicate logic. They allow

in a socalled TBox the definition of terminology, a concept hierarchy (semantically a

subset hierarchy), and in an ABox the assertion of facts about instance relationships

between objects and concepts: (atomic) concepts are unary predicates, concept

descriptions are certain open formulae built up with concepts and binary relations

(roles) by conjunction, disjunction, negation and restricted forms of quantification (in

order to bind the second arguments of roles, such that the resulting concept description

contains exactly one free variable – ie. semantically they denote sets); objects are

constants that can be used to instantiate the open formulae in order to assert

membership relationships. The constraint models are all models of the terminological

knowledge base. As constraints one can take sets of concept descriptions constraining

the variables of our constrained formulae (cf. Baader et al 1991, Bürckert 1991).

For the proof theory of constrained formulae we consider a resolution based

refutation calculus. Therefore sets of constrained formulae have to be transformed into

constrained clause form, ie., into sets of constrained clauses. This is a non-trivial task,

as the constraints may be unsolvable over some of the constraint models, which leads to

“empty” quantification (see Bürckert et al. 1992 for more details about skolemization of

constrained formulae).

For sets of constrained clauses we then have a resolution and a factoring rule

where unification is replaced by a constrained solvability test. Thus, as mentioned in

the introduction, constrained clauses are used in the inference process only if their

constraints are solvable in the underlying constraint theory.

Constrained resolution rule:4

P(x) ∨ C1 \ Γ1     ¬P(y) ∨ C2 \ Γ2
————————————————— if Γ1 ∧ Γ2 [x = y]  is solvable

C1 ∨ C2 \ Γ1 ∧ Γ2 [x = y]

Constrained factoring rule (positive case):
P(x) ∨ P(y) ∨ C \ Γ

——————————— if Γ [x = y] is solvable
P(y) ∨ C \ Γ [x = y]

4 The reading of the rules is as follows: Given the clause schemas above the line, infer the clause schema
below the line, provided the condition holds. The focussed literals with n-ary predicate symbol P  are
considered as having n-ary vectors of variables x  or y, while the C’s that are separated from them by the
∨ are the remaining possibly empty sets of literals. The equation [x = y]  in square brackets means that
the x 's  are to be replaced by the corresponding y 's simultaneously at every occurrence in the whole
clause or constraint, respectively (variable substitution). By the way, this demonstrates why we required
the constraints to be closed under conjunction and variable substitution.
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Constrained factoring rule (negative case):
¬P(x) ∨ ¬P(y) ∨ C \ Γ

———————————— if Γ [x = y] is solvable
¬P(y) ∨  C \ Γ [x = y]

Given a set of constrained clauses S0, a derivation is any (possibly infinite) sequence

(Sn) of clause sets such that Sn+1  is obtained from Sn by a resolution or a factoring step

that selects variants of  clauses of Sn matching the schemes above the lines of our rules

and adds the corresponding clauses from below the lines to the clause set. A refutation

is any derivation such that for each constraint model ℑ ∈ Mℜ there exists a clause set

Sn in the derivation which contains an empty clause whose constraint is ℑ-solvable. Or,

to phrase it differently: A refutation is a (possibly infinite) derivation (Sn), such that

∪n Sn contains for every constraint model ℑ an empty clause, whose constraint is ℑ-

solvable . From (Bürckert 1990, 1991) we have the following soundness and

completeness result for constrained resolution.

Theorem:  (Refutation Completeness of Constrained Resolution)

A set of constrained clauses is unsatisfiable w.r.t. a constraint theory iff there

is (possibly infinite) refutation starting with that clause set.

By the compactness theorem of first order logics we can simplify this result for

constraint theories with first order axiomatization in that a refutation is already given

by some finite derivation. In this case we can add a collection rule for the constraints of

empty clauses as disjunction of that constraints.

Constraint collection rule:
 Δ \ Γ1      Δ \ Γ2    …

————————————
 Δ \ Γ1 ∨ Γ2 ∨ …

With that rule we have the following corollary.

Corollary: Let the constraint theory M ℜ  be given by a set of constraint

declarations. For every unsatisfiable clause set there exists a finite refutation,

such that the final clause set contains an empty clause whose disjunctive

constraint is ℑ-solvable for every constraint model ℑ ∈ Mℜ, ie., it is a logical

consequence of the constraint theory.

The following example shows that completeness indeed requires the derivation of

several empty clauses.
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Example: Suppose that we have a constraint theory M given by the following two

constraint declarations

 {Γ(a), Γ(b) ∨ Γ(c)}

Let us consider the following set of three constrained clauses:

(1) P(x,x) \ Γ(x)

(2)  ¬ P(y,v) \ Γ(y) ∧ v = b

  (3)  ¬ P(z,w) \ Γ(z) ∧ w = c

We can derive two constrained resolvents (we simplified the constraints slightly)

from clauses (1) and (2) Δ \ Γ(b)

from clauses (1) and (3) Δ \ Γ(c)

Of course, none of the two empty clauses provides a refutation, but with the

constrained collection rule we get

Δ \ Γ(b) ∨ Γ(c) .

Obviously, that disjunction of constraints is a logical consequence of our constraint

theory and hence is solvable in every constraint model. Thus constrained resolution

provides a case distinction by separating the constraint models with respect to the

constraints of empty clauses saying that we have reached a contradiction in every

model that solve the constraint of a derived empty clause. The case distinction is

complete, when the collection rule has collected enough constraints such that for every

model there is at least one constraint that is solved by that model.

3 Query Answering

In the last section we gave resolution rules and a refutation completeness result for

showing unsatisfiability of constrained clause sets. However, if we address knowledge

representation, logic programming or logic-based information systems, we need a

positive approach in the sense that we allow queries to a given knowledge base and we

expect answers to our queries (Green 1969, Luckham & Nilsson 1971, Kowalski 1979,

Lloyd 1984, Frost 1986, Genesereth & Nilsson 1987). We contrast the different

assumptions underlying answer generation in logic programming on the one hand and

reasoning with open constraints on the other hand.
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Let us call a satisfiable set of constrained clauses together with the constraint

theory a knowledge base  (KB). If we have only definite clauses, we also call it a

constrained logic program (CLP), and if we have only definite clauses without

constraints we will call it a logic program  (LP).5 The structures satisfying a KB are

called models  of the KB.

If we want to retrieve (implicit) knowledge from a KB, there are the following two

important forms of queries (cf. Frost 1986, Genesereth & Nilsson 1987), “yes-or-no”

questions (eg., Is John one of Sarah’s parents?) and “fill-in-the-blank” or “who”

questions (eg., Is there a parent of Susan? or Who is Sarah’s parent?). Yes-or-no

questions can be answered by standard theorem proving methods: Rewrite the yes-or-

no question as a theorem and try to prove either the theorem or its negation. Depending

on which of the two proofs succeeds the answer is yes or no, respectively, otherwise

there is no answer. The problem of course is the undecidability of first order logics,

which leads to non-termination of these processes in the cases where no answer exists.

Fill-in-the-blank questions, however, still need additional techniques.

Formally, a fill-in-the-blank question is an open formula, where the free variables

play the role of blanks to be filled in by an answer. Logically, we can consider such a

query as an existentially closed theorem that has to be proved with respect to the given

KB. In order to get answers that fill in the blanks we have to generate through the

proof candidates that satisfy the conditions required in the query. What are such

candidates?

One view is that the candidates have to be designated objects. That is they should

be named within the language of the KB: They have to be constants or, more generally,

ground terms of the signature of that KB.6 Hence such an answer is every substitution

of the variables by ground terms, such that the query instantiated by the answer is a

logical consequence of the KB, is true in all  models of the KB. Such definite answers,

however, need not exist in general, even if the existential closure of the query is a

theorem of the KB: Take P(a) ∨  P(b) as a KB and take the query ⇐  P(x) . Then

5 This is not directly compatible with our definition of constrained formulae, where we allowed only
predicate symbols for the clause kernels, but no function symbols. However, classical LPs become CLPs,
when we unfold the argument terms ti occurring in a clause by replacing them with new variables xi and
adding as constraints the term equations x i = ti. These constraints have to be interpreted over a single
constraint model, the term algebra or equivalently the ground term algebra, ie., the Herbrand universe
(cf. Jaffar & Lassez 1987, Buntine & Bürckert 1989, Bürckert 1991). This is, what we will call a logic
program.
6 Such candidates are often called witnesses (for the existential requirements of teh query).
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obviously ∃x P(x)  is a logical consequence of the KB, but of course there is no ground

term that satisfies the query in the required way. On the other hand, it is well-known

that for KBs of definite clauses (logic programs), such an answer always exists, if the

query is a goal clause (Lloyd 1984).

The other view – eg., for indefinite  KBs – is that the candidates are objects of

models of the KB assigned to the existential variables of the query. This means that

answers are pairs consisting of a model of the KB and an assignment that satisfies the

query in that model.

The second approach is a basis of CLP-schemes with “open” constraints like in

(Höhfeld & Smolka 1988), while the first approach is the usual one for deductive da-

tabases and common logic programming (Kowalski 1979, Lloyd 1984, Frost 1986).

SLD-resolution is known to provide a powerful technique to answer fill-in-the-

blank questions in the definite case: Given a logic program LP and a query (ie., a goal

clause ⇐ Q) the answers can be computed through SLD-resolution. This is a complete

answer generation method in the following sense: For every answer there is an SLD-

derivation computing a more general answer. Here an answer is a substitution σ of

terms – not necessarily of ground terms as specified above, but representing a whole set

of such ground substitutions, its ground instances – for the (free) variables of the query,

such that the universal closure of σB is a logical consequence of LP: LP |= ∀σB . It is

easy to see, that this is equivalent to the formulation that the universal closure of the

implication [σ] ⇒ B  is a logical consequence of LP: LP |= ∀([σ] ⇒ B) .7 If we remind

that classical LPs are CLPs, where the constraints are sets of term equations (over a

single constraint model, the term algebra), LP |= ∀([σ] ⇒  B) can equivalently be

rewritten as LP  |= B \ [σ]. Computing a more general answer means that through SLD-

resolution an answer substitution is generated such that a given answer is an instance,

ie., it can be obtained from the computed one by further instantiating the variables. It is

well-known that this means that every ground instance of the given answer is also a

ground instance of the computed answer. Comparing this with the constraint view this

in turn means that over the single constraint model given as the ground term algebra all

solutions of the given answer substitutions (considered as an equational constraint) are

also solutions of the computed answer substitution.

7 Here [σ] is an equational representation of the substitution, ie., the conjunction of the substitution
components considered as equations.
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In constrained logic programming approaches instead of substitutions solvable

constraints have been chosen to play the role of answers: Given a CLP we call a goal

clause ⇐  B \ Γ a query to the CLP. A solvable  constraint Δ is called an answer to

this query iff all solutions of that answer constraint satisfy the goal: CLP |= ∀(Δ ⇒ (B ∧

Γ)) .8

Such answer constraints are seen as intensional answers  that represent extensional

answers , ie., solutions (ℑ, α) of the answer constraint, by their common property, the

constraint, instead of enumerating all those solutions (cf. Cholvy & Demolombe 1986,

Imielsky 1987, Motro & Yuan 1990, Chu et al. 1991). The free variables of ⇐  B \ Γ

are the blanks to be filled in. Thus we could verbalize the query as the question:

Are there any objects with property Γ, that satisfy B?

As an answer we expect to receive for every model of our KB a set of objects9, of

which we can be sure that they all have the required property Γ and that they satisfy F.

Thus let us define answers in that sense more precisely. Given a KB over some

constraint system ℜ we call a constraint Δ an answer to the query ⇐  B \ Γ iff the

following three conditions hold:

(1) SOL(Δ) ≠ Ø  (ie., ∃Δ is Mℜ-satisfiable)

(2) SOL(ℑ,Δ) ⊆ SOL(ℑ,Γ) for each constraint model ℑ (ie., Mℜ |= ∀(Δ ⇒ Γ))

(3) KB |= F \ Δ (ie., KB |= ∀X:Δ B)

Thus according to the query above answers can be verbalized as: All objects with

property Δ – such objects exist (1)– satisfy B (3)  (and they have the property Γ (2)).

By the above corollary to the completeness theorem constrained resolution

provides a terminating process (for a first order KB) if we know that there is such an

answer for every constraint model. However as for common logic programming, we

would like to have a procedure that is able to generate the answers. (Höhfeld & Smolka

1988) provides such an answer generation procedure for constraint logic programs,

which is based on constrained SLD-resolution. Notice therefore, that standard SLD-

8 Again, this notation is not directly compatible with our constrained formulae, but it shows the analogy
to the notion of an answer in the case of an LP. In order to come to a notation that is more directly
related to constraints, an easy transformation of the formulae shows, that CLP |= ∀(Δ ⇒  (B ∧ Γ))  is
equivalent to the requirement that for each constraint model ℑ all ℑ-solutions of the answer constraint Δ
are also ℑ-solutions of the query's constraint Γ and that the constraint formula B \ Δ (remember that B is
a conjunction of atoms) is a logical consequence of CLP, ie. CLP |= B \ Δ, or rewritten with constrained
quantification: CLP |= ∀X:Δ B .
9 It should be guaranteed that a non-empty set of such objects exists in at least one of the models.
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resolution can be seen as a goal reduction process starting with a CLP, whose

constraints are term equations, and a query. In every step the goal clause is transformed

into new goal clause using a suitable clause of the CLP. The process terminates when

an empty goal is reached. During this process the equational constraints are collected

and transformed into their unifiers.  The resulting final unifier is the computed answer.

For arbitrary constraints the only necessary modification is that we collect the

constraints (via conjunction) and perhaps transform them into equivalent, simplified

forms. The computed answer is then the (simplified) constraint of the final empty goal.

Constrained SLD-resolution rule:
  ⇐ P(y), B2 \ Γ2                     P(x) ⇐ B1 \ Γ1
——————————————————— if Γ1 ∧ Γ2 [x = y]  is solvable
 ⇐ B1, B2 \ Γ1 ∧ Γ2 [x = y]

A constrained SLD-derivation is a sequence of constrained SLD-resolution steps

starting with some goal clause, such that in every step the resolvent of the direct

predecessor step is used as one parent and a variant of a suitable program clause as the

other parent. This means that the derivation can be seen as a goal transformation

process that transforms a goal clause into the resolvent goal clause with program

clauses. An SLD-refutation of a query is a finite SLD-derivation starting with the query

and terminating with a constrained empty clause. That means that a refutation reduces

the query to a constrained empty clause, whose constraint is an answer to the query.

As we see in the example below we may, however, need several empty goals,

such that their constraints together provide a more general answer for any given

answer, in the sense that every solution of the given answer is also a solution of at least

one of the computed answers. Thus the following theorem of strong completeness or

answer completeness of constrained SLD-resolution says essentially that for every given

answer there exists a (possibly infinite) number of answers that can be computed by

SLD-resolution, which are more general as the given answer in that they cover all

solutions of the given one. The theorem is due to (Maher 1987) and has been worked

out and generalized in (Höhfeld & Smolka 1988). We give a slightly modified

reformulation of their results.
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Theorem: (Answer Completeness of Constrained SLD-resolution)

a) For each solution (ℑ, α) of a given answer there is an SLD-refutation of the

query, such that (ℑ , α) is an ℑ-solution of the computed answer constraint

b) If the constraint theory is first order, then there are finitely many SLD-

refutations, such that every solution of the given answer is a solution of some

of the computed answers.

If we recall the definition of an answer, we see that the above theorem says, that

given any answer Δ to a query ⇐ B \ Γ constrained SLD-resolution computes answers

Λi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) such that

(1) SOL(Λi) ≠ Ø (1≤ i ≤ n)

(2) ∪1≤i≤n SOL(ℑ, Λi)  ⊆  SOL(ℑ, Γ) for each constraint model ℑ

(3) CLP |= B \ Λi  (1 ≤ i ≤ n)

(4) SOL(ℑ, Δ)  ⊆  ∪1≤i≤n SOL(ℑ, Λi) for each constraint model ℑ

If we consider examples for such CLPs we see, that there is a problem with this

form of query answering. In contrast to classical LP or to CLP with constraints over a

single model (what we called “closed” constraints earlier) when we get an answer

constraint, this need not prove the existentially closed query to be a logical

consequence. In fact the refutation completeness result for constrained resolution shows

that we need the derivation of “enough” answers (ie., empty clauses with constraints),

in order to have a proof: The refutation completeness theorem says that for each

constraint model we have to derive an answer constraint that has solutions in that

model. In contrast to this the answer completeness result does not say anything about

whether the query is a consequence of the KB or not: The answer completeness

theorem works also for queries that are not theorems of the KB, but have answers in

some models.10

Example: Let us again take the constraint theory of the example in the last section

given by the two constraint declarations (a possible reading is given in parantheses):

Γ(a) (“a got a position”)

Γ(b) ∨ Γ(c) (“either  b or c got a position”)

10 However, the cases the answer completeness theorem has been proved for are constraint theories with
exactly one model (Jaffar & Lassez 1987, Maher 1987) and hence it follows trivially from the theorem
that here the computation of an answer provides a proof of the query.
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Let us then consider a CLP over this constraint theory given by the single constrained

fact clause

P(x, x) \ Γ(x) (“everybody with a position promotes himself”)

and let us have the following query

⇐ P(y,z)  \ Γ(y) ∧ z = b (“does somebody with a position promote b?”)

The existential closure of this query would be true, if b got the position, since then he

promotes himself. Exactly this will also be the answer Γ(x) ∧ x = b that will be derived

by constrained SLD-resolution.11 However, from our KB we do not know, whether b

or c is the one who got a position, and hence the existential closure of the query (ie. the

proposition “somebody with a position promotes b”) does not follow from the KB. That

this may cause problems becomes more apparent, when we rephrase the query as a who

question: “who with a position promotes b?” Now, an answer “b provided b got the

position” might not be extremely useful.

Thus our answer generation process might produce answers, although the given

set of constrained clauses is not unsatisfiable (over the constraint theory). Instead the

generated answer is a condition, under which the query would become true. Hence,

answer generation through constrained resolution is a form of hypothetical reasoning.

It is not a proof or refutation procedure, and as we see with the example it cannot be

considered as a sound deduction process for existential sentences. Thus the question is,

what is the logical status of this form of answer generation?

4 Abductive Framework

In order to find an answer to the question closing the last section, we will consider

abductive frameworks for first order logics. Abductive frameworks have been

introduced for example in (Poole 1988) or (Eshghi & Kowalski 1989) as a way of

formalizing hypothetical reasoning within first order logics and they have been

generalized to non-classical logics in (Konolige 1990).

11 Notice, that if we call a set of answers complete iff it covers the solutions of any possible answer, it is
easy to verify that the set consisting just of the answer of our example forms a complete set for the query.
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An abductive framework  is given by a first order signature, a consistent set of

formulae over this signature (the KB) and a set of open formulae of the signature (the

abducibles). Now, given any closed formula Q , called observation, we say that a

ground instance (or a set of ground instances) C of the abducibles is an explanation

for Q iff KB ∪ C  |= Q . In order to avoid trivial explanations, one usually requires in

addition that the explanation has to be consistent with the KB (and sometimes also with

additional integrity constraints, Eshghi & Kowalski 1989). In (Poole 1989) there is a

short discussion of explanations with free variables and a generalization is mentioned

that is of interest for us: Here an explanation can be any instance of the abducibles,

where free variables have to be existentially closed.

If we compare this with query answering as introduced in the last section we can

see a very close connection. The reason is that by the deduction theorem of first order

logics C is an explanation for Q  iff  KB |= C ⇒ Q.12 The difference that remains to

query answering lies in the quantifiers, since we had there that C  is an answer to Q13 iff

KB |= ∀(C ⇒ Q) .

However, when we consider examples of existentially quantified observations, we

see that there is something wrong with Poole's definition. Suppose we observe that

some antelope is running away:

∃x:antelope(x)  run-away(x).

Assume further that we know (i.e. we have a KB saying) that an antelope runs away, if

it notices a lion:

∀x:antelope(x) ∀y:lion(y) notice(x, y) ⇒ run-away(x).

12 By the way there is in fact a very strong connection between abduction and deduction at least in the
case of first order logics, which follows with the deduction theorem: If we remember that C ⇒  Q  is
equivalent to ¬Q ⇒ ¬C  and if we again apply the deduction theorem, we obtain that C is an explanation
for Q  iff KB ∪ ¬Q |= ¬C. With this view abduction can be reduced to deduction: In order to abduce C
from the KB and the observation Q  one can equivalently deduce  ¬C from the KB  and the negated
observation ¬Q. This is one of the main reasons why abduction works that well in the first order case and
of course this explains also the operationalization problems with abduction for more expressive logics,
where the deduction theorem is no longer valid (eg. in epistemic logics based on modal logic
approaches). The other problems with abduction that lie in the requirements that the abduced
explanations must be consistent with the KB  and the search for good or even best explanations (eg. in
the sense of minimal explanations) are also not specific to abduction. They occur in a similar manner for
deduction, if we use it for deriving new theorems. Here we also want to have interesting  sentences to be
derived, or sentences that are as general as possible.
13 Now C and Q are open formulae, while for abduction Q  was a closed formula and C is ground or
existentially closed.
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Then one would not be extremely happy with the explanation that Poole’s form of

abduction would result in, namely that some antelope notices a lion:

∃x:antelope(x) ∃y:lion(y) notice(x, y).

Instead, we would expect that the explanation links the antelope that we observed

running away with the one that noticed the lion. Now, this link will be established when

explanations for existentially quantified observations are defined in the same way as we

did for answers to existential queries.

Thus an adaption of Poole's approach for explanations with free variables as

follows will be necessary: For observations Q with free variables that are to be read as

existentially quantified we require that in an explanation C the same free variables

occur and that the universally closed implication ∀(C ⇒  Q) is a consequence of the

KB.

With that modification of the notion of an explanation in an abductive framework

we see that query answering through constrained resolution is in fact hypotheses

generation through abduction: Taking constraints as abducibles and the constraint

theory with the constrained clauses as KB, we have an abductive framework, where

query answering through constrained resolution generates explanations, the answer

constraints, for existentially quantified observations, the existential closures of queries.

5 Concluding Remarks

Of course there is another very close connection between query answering and

hypothetical reasoning completely apart from what we discussed before: Finding

explanations is by its definition a form of query answering, namely answering why-

questions. However, as we have seen in the last section there is also that more technical

relationship between abduction of explanations to observations and generating answers

to queries by a constrained resolution approach. The question remains now, whether

this is really the same?

A closer analysis shows, however, that there remains an important difference. If

we want to use constrained resolution for generating explanations we only can collect

direct causes as explanations. What constrained resolution cannot provide is explaining

chains of causes and effects like if A ⇒ B and B ⇒ C  and we observe C  then A is an

explanation for C . The reasons lie in the syntactical restrictions that we put on
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constrained formulae. Constraints are preconditions, hence they are candidates for

explanations. But they are syntactically restricted to be only preconditions, hence they

cannot model chains of causes and effects.

If we want to apply theorem proving or logic programming techniques for

knowledge retrieval in KBs, we are confronted with the problem that for general KBs it

is to strong to allow only designators – ie., term substitutions – as answers to fill-in-the-

blank questions. The reason is that for indefinite KBs – differently as for LPs (Horn

clause KBs) – there need not exist designators for the witnesses of an existential query

(cf. Gallier & Raatz 1985). A solution is to take intensional answers, which, however,

need to be restricted, as otherwise any formula implying the query can be taken as an

answer. Open constraint theories and (simplified) constraints – eg., terminological

languages – could serve as such a restricted answer language  as we have seen.

However, it is not yet clear how query answering in general KBs should be

formalized. And, as we have seen, open constraints provide only abductive answers.

The question remains whether it is an adequate definition of an answer, when it comes

out that an answer to a fill-in-the-blank question is only a hypothesis under which the

question will be true. To see this let us reconsider the antelope example again. When we

read the observation as a question: Is there any antelope running away? (or as a who

question: Which antelope is running away?) then it might not be an adequate answer to

say: Yes, there is a running antelop, but only if there exists a lion and that antelope has

noticed it (or in case of the who question: the antelope that has noticed the lion, if there

were one .)

In order to get complete answers that guarantee that the query is logically entailed

by the KB one needs to derive enough answers, that provide a complete case

distinction. However, this need no longer be decidable, even for constraint systems,

where solvability of constraints is decidable (cf. Baader et al. 1992). Thus, for

knowledge representtaion applications we need still more investigations providing

adequate and operationalizable constraint systems.
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